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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a stair-climbing robot which can able to perform in
the process of climbing and landing by improving the combination of crawler and lag type.
The combination of two different mechanism make more efficient in carrying load, reduce
friction on ground or climbing and cannot get the backward force due to gravitational
force. This research also focuses on developing of driving in auto and manual system.

This robot was designed as using two microcontroller parts to perform the multi functions.
The wireless communication is used for data transfer between wireless remote control and
vehicle. Sensor detection system also use for safety in auto driving. As a final result, this
robot can run with the bout speed of manual wheelchair and also can climb on standard
size of stairs.

Keywords: Biped, High-grip Crawler, Leg Wheel Hybrid, Quadruped, Stair-
climbing robot, Wheel Design
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Three types of mechanism are categorized in mobile robots world to get a destination
mobility .They are leg, track and wheel mobile robots which are based in design of desired
mobility. The result from research and development of the robots which support and help
people tasks in our daily lives comes out solutions .Wheeled or crawler type climbers are
useful to carry heavy load and people for disability. This is because those types of vehicles
have much more capacity to payload than legged-walking robots have.

On the other hand, a cart is utilized in horizontal carrying of heavy load instead of
climbing to high with heavy objects. In realistic it is needed to climb the higher place with
heavy load as well as traversing stairs are seen in every place .Therefore Mobile robots are
built in different environment to get the destination output move with versatility, smoothly
and high efficiency. To save people life it is effective and essential as the robot can move
over irregular terrain of collapsed and destroyed buildings.

The robot for climbing purpose is a fully-automated vehicle, which has designed to climb
the stair easily. It is one of the well-known performance mobile robots. They are focused
on two things, one is for climbing the high place and other is to carry heavy loads.
Therefore engineer and people who are interested in designed and built that kind of robots
implement in places  where is difficult to climb and carry to bring something.

1.2 Statement of the problems

This thesis is based on the existed semi-automated stair-climbing robot; the advantages
and  disadvantages  between  different  types  of  stair-climbing  robots  are  compared  and
summarized, in order to make new design overcome those disadvantages.

This thesis includes realizing how much height is negotiable to get step, controlling the
gravity of object to keep the ground centre point, climbing up speed, and carrying out the
load how much can support. One of most important to design mechanism in build mobile
robot to climb high place is that maintain the less weight of robot and power consumption
in which it is used.

This thesis is considered the total load 60 kg to carry and the motor torque which has 120
kg. cm will be used for mechanism. This stair-climbing robot will be utilized for angle
between 30 degree and below 30 degree.

1.3 Objectives of the study

To develop the intelligent of automated stair-climbing robot which can measure and detect
stair and also carry heavy load on the stair
To develop the adjustable of speed control by the using of wireless remote control
To develop the more efficiency climbing and lending performance by using the process of
pneumatic control system
To develop the auto driving and manual driving modes
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1.4 Scope and limitation of the study

1.4.1 Scope of study

The robot will be driven by aid of camera and ultra-sonic sensors.
The robot will detect the width and depth of both horizontal and vertical
planes.
The robot will be climbed stair with heavy load.

1.4.2  Limitation of study
.

The robot can avoid some object when it moving on the plane ground and
the stairs considered will only be full-frame stairs, i.e. without gaps and
holes.
The robot will have limitations related to maximum allowed load,
maximum step height maximum stair slop.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Description of Stair-climbing robot

Stairs seen in every place are the biggest obstacles for people. Using lagged-type, crawler-
type  and  wheeled-type  robots  that  have  special  shapes  are  effective  ways  for  people  to
climb the traverse stairs. In addition to, those are easier to control and build mechanism. It
is mentioned in different types of examples.

2.2  Biped

Since 1985, there has been developed biped configuration robot named “YANBO”. The
first developed model is YANBO-1 as shown in Figure 2.1, that robot is designed by
Degrees  of  Freedom  (DOF)  in  five  which  is  the  main  fact  to  consider  for  less  DOF
necessity to walk on the ground. This robot is used in both walking on ground level and
stairs.  Second model are “YANBO-2 (Ota et al., 2001a; Ota et al., 2002)”, as shown in
Figure 2.2, and “YANBO-3 (Ota et al., 2003)”, as shown in Figure 2.3, which could be
designed not only mobility but two more DOF manipulation. Additional DOF works
together with each ankle joint and can support to get three ankle joint motions freely. This
helps to walk on incline slopes and appropriate manipulate motions. Therefore eight total
DOF  will  be  increased,  however,  the  number  of  actuators  are  still  much  less  than  other
biped structure robot, like humanoid “(Yoneda & Ota, 2003)”.

Source: Yoneda, 1987
Figure 2.1 YANBO-1, Stair climbing motion
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Source: Ota et al., 2001a; Ota et al., 2002
Figure 2.2 YANBO-2, Step climbing motion

Source: Ota et al., 2003
Figure 2.3 Stair climbing of YANBO-3
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2.3 Quadruped

Quadruped walking robot which have developed (Hirose et al. 2009), TITAN-VI, as
shown in  Figure  2.4,  has  succeeded  to  walk  on  stairs  (Hirose  et  al.  1995;  Yoneda  et  al.,
2000). TITAN-VI is divided into two separated body segments- front and rear segment- to
negotiate and maintain the height difference of front and rear landing points on the stairs.,
Another type of quadruped walking robot with minimum actuated DOF for walking
motion is Hyperion-1 shown in Figure 2.5 . Hypeion-1 take the benefit of these robots “
(Yoneda et al., 2001a”; “Yoneda & Ota, 2003; Yoneda, 2007)” and reduce the amount of
actuators equipped, three motors. In Hyperion-2, 5 motors are implemented. Then a wall
climbing robot “Hyperion-1SP” and “Hyperion-2SP” was developed. Wall climbing
motion and ceiling walking motion of Hyperion-1SP are shown in Figure 2.6 and Figure
2.7, respectively “(Yoneda et al., 2001b; Ota et al., 2006)”. The successful mechanism for
transfer motion can be found in Hyperion 2SP.

Source: Hirose et al. 2009
Figure 2.4 TITAN-VI, Stair climbing motion, and two body segments can slide

(right)
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Source: Yoneda et al., 2001a; Yoneda & Ota, 2003; Yoneda, 2007
Figure 2.5 Hyperion-1, and its DOF configuration

Source: Yoneda et al., 2001b
Figure 2.6 Hyperion-1SP, light weight wall climbing robot

Source: Ota et al., 2006
Figure 2.7 Hyperion-1SP can succeed to walk on ceiling using blower and suction

feet
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2.4 Leg Wheel Hybrid

The most adaptability of locomotion is leg-wheel in general. However, mobility of legged-
locomotion is less effective than wheeled locomotion when limited to moving area in flat
plane. “Hyperion-W” is example of one of leg-wheel hybrid robot “(Takahashi et al.,
2006)”, base body is utilized by Hyperion-1, which is a robot mentioned above by 3
actuators, and each leg is tied by actuated wheel. Shown in Figure 8, “Hyperion-W” can
perform a hybrid motion of walking and running on rough area of land and high mobility
is shown in real test.

Source: Takahashi et al., 2006
Figure 2.8 Hyperion-W, a leg-wheel Hybrid robot

2.5  Asguard

Eich et, al (2008) studied ASGUARD robot which is hybrid legged-wheeled crawler-type
that was used in harsh outdoor environment with a focus on security and outdoor
surveillance as well as on disaster mitigation missions. For those application, a robot has
to transport a variety of mission-depending application sensors inside a difficult terrain.
Those missions are commonly named “Three D” missions. “Three D” stands for dull,
dirty, and dangerous and implies.

The robot will be able to move fast where the ground is leveled and easier to cross. Robot
makes use of multiple rotating legs along one hip shaft. The overall concept and the design
are described in (Eich et, al September 8-10 2008), (Eich et, al January 7-8 2008).

This simple, but very robust, hybrid legged-wheel approach has already been analyzed by
several research teams. The key idea is to use one rotating actuator for driving one or more
simple legs around one axis. Sometimes referred to as compliant legs “(Saranli et, al July
2008)” or sprockets wheel (Quinn et, al Volume 3 2002), this approach makes often use of
a very simple and therefore very robust locomotion principle. The first prototype of
ASGUARD system is driven by four directly actuated legs with one rotational degree of
freedom. The robot is also waterproof and can move in the water if a float is attached to
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the robot’s body. For swimming, the legged wheels serve as paddles, allowing a swim
speed of around 0.5 body-lengths per second. In figure 2.9, a CAD model of the robot
frame with four actuators is shown in Table 2.1 the dimensions and other physical data are
given.

Source: Eich et, al (2008)
Figure 2.9 CAD Model of the body frame (rear view) with the elastic spinal

column. The joint can be twisted between -40° and 400

Table 2.1 Physical dimensions of the robot

Source: Eich et, al (2008)

2.6 Wheel design of stair climbing vehicle

In the years of 2000, researcher group (Siegwart, R., et al., 1998) begins a rover vehicle to
run over stepped path. It is designed by the rhombus shape which installed one wheel on a
fork  in  the  front,  another  in  the  rear  and  two  bogies  on  each  side.  To  be  affordable  in
market place researchers made redesign and rebuild. Manual five wheeler trolley was
developed by “Chang Hsueh-Er, C 2008”. After that belt driven robotic carrier was
designed by Helmick,D. ett, al 2002 and Mourikis, A.I., et, al 2007. There is no wheel in
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his design. However, at that time no one think that vehicle which can climb with heavy
object is coming in future. A vehicle-type of stair-climbing robot was designed by
Chowdhury et, al 2010 to climb stair or move along very rough surface. Four set of wheels
are arranged to support its weight when it moves over the smooth and flat terrain. Three
sub-wheels  attached  with  the  sun  wheel  through  three  idler  gears  are  put  in  each  wheel
frame. A sequential analysis and modification of stages which had been started with a
simple roller based design gives out good design. A gear based curved wheel frame as
shown in figure 2.10 is best design to attain higher efficiency and greater stability.

Source: Chowdhury et, al 2010
Figure 2.10 3D view of wheel arrangement

2.7 Stair-climbing robots and High-grip Crawler

Using powder-filled blocks is enough safety and reliability when build stair-climbing, the
stair-climbing crawler (Yoneda et al., 2001) as shown in Figure 2.11 was started. The
climber has a total length of 1180 mm, a width of 830 mm and a weight of 65 kg,
including the batteries. This vehicle has a maximum speed of 500 mm s-1 and the batteries
have a lifespan of 45 min.

The deformable powder-filled tracks were designed by a total of 112 powder-filled blocks,
attached to each crawler belt Figure 2.12.Powder-filled which are 28 blocks  are putted in
two rows per belt. It is designed by longitudinally shifted on left and right rows in one-half
pitch because it is needed to avoid the gaps from coinciding. As a result, the outer point of
the stair cannot fit the gap between blocks. Therefore, two advantages of this design
mechanism are to skip the effect of gripping by gaps and trace the actual grip performance
deformation of powder.

The belt tension mechanism is main part of the crawler shown in Figure 2.13, which was
developed to distribute grounding pressure effect equally. The design mechanism of active
swing idler is shown in Figure 2.14. The front idlers is identical in height and the purpose
of rear main idlers is that getting grounding pressure at the middle area of rawer belt, as
shown in Figure 2.15(a). When the crawler approaches the top of the stairs, the swing arm
moves  and  pulls  the  idler  up,  bending  the  crawler  belt  as  shown  in  Figure  2.15(b).  The
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sudden change of the posture of the crawler is prevented by motion. When the crawler is
required to perform pivot turning, the idler is pushed out and the grounding area becomes
small, as shown in Figure 2.15(c). This motion makes pivot turning easier on high-friction
surfaces, such as an asphalt road.

Source: Kan Yoneda (2010)
Figure 2.11 Developed stair climber with powder-filled belts to which numerous

powder-filled blocks are attached

Source: Kan Yoneda (2010)
Figure 2.12 Alignment of the powder-filled blocks on the belt
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Source: Kan Yoneda (2010)
Figure 2.13 Belt tension mechanism

Source: Kan Yoneda (2010)
Figure 2.14 Active swing idler mechanism

Source: Kan Yoneda (2010)
Figure 2.15 Three states of the crawler: (a) normal use; (b) when the crawler reaches

the top of a stair; and (c) during pivot turning
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

This thesis focuses on rebuild and design of stair-climbing robot and control system and a
flow chart of project plan is shown in Figure 3.1. There are three parts for design of new
system.

i. Designing
ii. System Architecture and Hardware Development

iii. Software Development
iv. Testing and result

3.1 Flow chart

Select Study Area

Literature Review

Study Existing stair-climbing robots

Develop and Design of New stair climbing System

System Architecture and Hardware Development

Software Development

Testing and Simulation

Figure 3.1 Flowchart of the study plan

3.2 Description of the existing stair-climbing robot System

The existing stair-climbing robot system is crawler type with powder-filled belts that
could ascend and descend the stair stably. It can also adjust its path to the right or to the
left stably while ascending and descending stairs. But the difficult task of robot is climbing
spiral stairs. The developed crawler with powder-filled belts can carry the heavy loads and
also can climb 30 degree stairs with 60 kg payload. “Furthermore, it was confirmed that
the change in the posture becomes smooth at the top of stairs and easy pivot turning is
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performed even if the grounding pressure becomes high because of the heavy load on the
belt tension mechanism and active swing idler mechanism.”

3.3 Approaching design

There are many types of stair-climbing robot, as mention on the previous chapter and they
are Biped, Quadruped, Leg Wheel Hybrid, and Asguard. However, the best type of robot
that needs to carry a load or disable person is track type robot which is more efficient and
reasonable to pay load than the other types. Moreover, only the track type system cannot
effort in case of climbing stair. So, in situation of climbing stair, robot needs assistant or
aid to improve the step of stair climbing. There is one solution to reach the robot on the
stair that is by combining the leg type system which can support for climbing operations.
Furthermore, mechanism design does not enough only the combination of track type and
lag type. Therefore, other implementations will mention on next sections.

3.3.1 Concept of stair-climbing

Source: Yoneda, 2010
Figure 3.2 Concept of stair-climbing

First of all, track type robot need the require grip points as shown in Figure 3.2 which is
the new concept for track type and require length of robot can calculate from that concept.
Here, the standard sizes of one step of stair wheelchair sizes are shown as below:

Table 3.1 Range of rise and going relationships for comfort and safety

Source: Watson, 1999
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Table 3.2 Wheelchair Dimensions

Source: Littlefield, 2008

3.3.2 Length calculation

a c
                                                                                                                         c2 = a2 + b2

b

c =

   =

   = 11.9 in

   = 302.26 mm

                  2 x c = 604.52 mm

3.4 Frame structure

The most considerable fact designing frame structure of stair-climbing robot is enough
length and width of robot for different step high and width of stair. Moreover, mechanism
design of robot must have light weight and it should strengthen to carry an object. For that
purposes, the suitable material for making frame is aluminum plate because it has those
properties light weight, ductility, odorless, corrosion resistance and recyclability. The
length and width of stair climbing robot is 0.762m (762mm) x 0.584m (584mm) and the
thickness of aluminum is 4mm. The high of robot from ground to upper plate is 0.292m
(292mm) as shown in Figure 3.3.

The area of upper plate to carry the object together with this robot is 0.508m (508mm) x
0.457m (457mm).
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Figure (a) Figure (b)
Figure 3.3 Design of stair-climbing robot (a) Two dimensional design (b) Three
dimensional design

3.5 Wheel and Belt

The crawler type of stair-climbing robot must have a certain grip force to avoid slippage
and backward move while climbing a stair or slope. Therefore, wheel and belt mechanism
are considered as main part of this robot design.

3.5.1 Wheel

The wheels material is chosen as Nylon 6 because it has some properties such as steam
cleanable, impervious to water. These wheels also enjoy very high capacity ratings and
provide exceptional abrasion resistance. In addition, the wheels are non-marking and
function effectively in temperatures from -40  to 210 . There are three types of wheels
used in this robot. They are small wheels, main driving wheels and ball bearing wheels as
shown in Figure 3.4. The purpose of small wheels are supporting to avoid the bending of
belt that cause by reaction force of stair edges and to support the arrangement in a straight
line of belts.  The two main driving wheels are mounted on the motors shaft  and place at
the back side of body frame. The ball bearing wheels help smooth rotation from the belt
tension adjustment.

Figure (a)    Figure (b)                 Figure (c)
Figure 3.4 Wheels of Robot (a) Small wheel (b) Motor wheel (c) Ball bearing wheel

3.5.2 Belt

Robot need to negotiate slippery obstacles while climbing stairs or moving. So, robot must
have  a  high  co-efficient  of  friction  to  grip  onto  the  surface  of  slope  and  edges  of  stair.
Therefore, the conveyor belt in this robot is used from car timing belt as shown in Figure
3.5 because it has suitable teeth, milled grooves and enough width and length as shown in
Table 3.3.
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Figure 3.5 Car timing belt

Table 3.3 Belt Specification

Number of Grooves Belt Width Pitch Length
177 25 354

3.6 Motor

The mean and medium bout speeds of manual wheelchair are 0.43 m/s and 0.48m/s,
respectively.  From that data the RPM of motor can calculate as follow:

RPM = ((60 x speed) / (diameter x PI))

 0.43 m/s = 16.92913 in/s

Require RPM = 62.177 rpm

0.48 m/s = 18.89764 in/s

Require RPM  = 69.407 rpm

Torque =Fr

=mgr

=35x9.81x0.1321xcos 30

Require Torque=39Nm (weight = 35kg)

=45x9.81x0.1321xcos 30

Require Torque=50Nm (weight = 45kg include robot weight)

This robot needs the high torque for driving requirement but a gear motor can increase
torque and decrease speed. This robot purpose to make two wheels drive system so two
DC gear motors as shown in Figure 3.6 are used for this robot. The specifications of the
DC motor are as follow:

18V DC
74 r.p.m.
Shaft diameter 10mm [with D] axis length 54mm
Deceleration head diameter 80mm
Fuselage diameter of 67mm
Fuselage length 130mm [ package gearbox]
Weight 1.25kg
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Figure 3.6 DC gear motor
3.7 Microcontroller

The microcontroller parts of this robot are used as an Arduino Uno R3 and Arduino Nano.
These microcontrollers are based on the ATmega328P and Atmega328 ( Arduino Nano3.x
). Both Arduino Uno R3 and Arduino Nano have 14 digital Input/Output pins ( of which 6
can be used as PWM outputs ), 6 analog inputs each of which provide 10 bites of
resolution ( i.e. 1024 different values ). They can operate at the 5V. In communication
part, this ATmega328 provides UART TTL (5v) serial communication and also supports
I2C (TWI) and SPI communication. The I2C can control the whole process because it is a
Multi-point protocol. Peripheral devices can be connected to alone the serial interface
which  is  composed  of  a  bi-directional  line  (SDA)  and  a  bi-directional  cock  (SCL).  The
maximum of peripheral devices are up-to 128. The specifications of Arduino UNO R3 and
Nano are shown in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. The design of Arduino UNO R3 and Nano are
shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.

Table 3.4 Specification of Arduino Uno R3

Microcontroller ATmega328P
Operating Voltage 5V
Input Voltage (recommended) 7-12V
Input Voltage (limit) 6-20V
Digital I/O Pins 14 (of which 6 provide PWM output)
PWM Digital I/O Pins 6
Analog Input Pins 6
DC Current per I/O Pin 20 mA
DC Current for 3.3V Pin 50 mA

Flash Memory
32 KB (ATmega328P) of which 0.5 KB used by
bootloader

SRAM 2 KB (ATmega328P)
EEPROM 1 KB (ATmega328P)
Clock Speed 16 MHz
Length 68.6 mm
Width 53.4 mm
Weight 25 g

Source: https://www.arduino.cc/en/main/arduinoBoardUno

https://www.arduino.cc/en/main/arduinoBoardUno
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Source: https://www.arduino.cc/en/main/arduinoBoardUno
Figure 3.7 Arduino Uno R3

Table 3.5 Specification of Arduino Nano

Microcontroller Atmel ATmega168 or ATmega328
Operating Voltage (logic level) 5 V
Input Voltage (recommended) 7-12 V
Input Voltage (limits) 6-20 V
Digital I/O Pins 14 (of which 6 provide PWM output)
Analog Input Pins 8
DC Current per I/O Pin 40 mA

Flash Memory
16 KB (ATmega168) or 32 KB (ATmega328) of
which 2 KB used by bootloader

SRAM 1 KB (ATmega168) or 2 KB (ATmega328)
EEPROM 512 bytes (ATmega168) or 1 KB (ATmega328)
Clock Speed 16 MHz
Dimensions 0.73" x 1.70"
Length 45 mm
Width 18 mm
Weigth 5 g

Source: https://www.arduino.cc/en/main/arduinoBoardUno

Source: https://www.arduino.cc/en/main/arduinoBoardUno
Figure 3.8 Arduino Nano with Nano IO shield

https://www.arduino.cc/en/main/arduinoBoardUno
https://www.arduino.cc/en/main/arduinoBoardUno
https://www.arduino.cc/en/main/arduinoBoardUno
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3.8 Hardware and software development

This section proposes about all parts of hardware and software development. Firstly,
hardware parts development description of stair-climbing robot. Second, software parts
development description of wireless remote control and track.

3.8.1 Hardware development

After  all  the  complete  design  of  two dimension  and  three  dimension,  hardware  parts  are
started to cut by using the CNC milling machine and lathe machine. Moreover, aluminum
plates are pressed by load to reduce bending that cause by threading and then shape the
edges to smooth. The hardware parts of robot are left and right frames, joint parts, upper
plate, axial parts and wheels. All parts of the robot as shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9 Mechanism parts of robot

3.8.2 Hardware assembly

Hardware assembly processes run step by step and follow the considered three dimension
design.  Each  side  of  the  robot  build  by  combination  of  car  timing  belt,  two  aluminum
cover frames, five small wheels, driving wheel and ball bearing wheel. The DC motors
and pneumatic cylinders are mounted at the back side of robot as shown in Figures 3.10 to
3.12.

Figure 3.10 One side frame simple assembly
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Figure 3.11 Front view of robot

Figure 3.12 Back view of robot

3.8.3 Belt tension mechanism

Although the car timing belt has suitable teeth, milled grooves and enough width and
length, it can slip while moving because another side of car timing belt is plane surface.
Belt tension mechanism can solve that problem and it also make easier to change the new
belt. The belt tension mechanism is as shown in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13 Belt tension mechanism part
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3.8.4 Power supply

In this robot, the power supply system is provided by two lead-acid batteries each of these
batteries has 12V 9Ah and it allow 2.7A as maximum current. One battery use for driving
system and another use for pneumatic cylinders and compressor driving but only one
battery not enough to drive the pneumatic process. For that reason, voltage regulator need
to use in power supply system as shown in Figure 3.14 for the part of pneumatic process
that voltage regulator can boost 30A to 60A current.

Figure 3.14 Power supply and voltage regulator

3.9 Software Development

This section will describe about the electronic devices and microcontroller processes.
There are two parts of software development for wireless remote control and vehicle. The
electronic components for wireless remote control are as follow:

Arduino UNO R3
nRF24L01 Wireless Module
1602A LCD Display HD44780 Module
TTP229 16-way Capacitive Touch Switch Module
Dual Axis XY Joystick Module

The electronic components for vehicle are as follow:
Arduino Nano
Nano IO Shield
nRF24L01 Wireless Module
30A Mini VNH2SP30 Stepper Motor Driver
4 Channel Relay
Compressor
Pneumatic Duel Pressure Controllers

In wireless remote control an Arduino UNO R3 read the input data from the XY Joystick
and touch-keypad, all input data are display on LCD screen. An Arduino read that input
data and then transmit that data to vehicle by nRF. The following Figure 3.15 and 3.16
shows the diagram and flow chart  of wireless remote control.  The XY Joystick used for
driving motor the condition of forward, backward and turning. The touch-keypad give the
input to run the compressor, 5/3 pneumatic pressure valve and LED for flash-light.
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Figure 3.15 Diagram of wireless remote control

Figure 3.16 Flow chart of wireless remote control

The main microcontroller is an arduino nano but it cannot give the necessary current to
drive the motors with high rotation. For that purpose, stepper motor drivers are used to
gain smooth out the motion of the stepper motor.  The transmitted data from the wireless
remote control are received by another nRF of vehicle and then arduino nano read the
digital/analog inputs. The diagram and flow chat of vehicle are shown in Figure 3.17 and
3.18. The features and specification of motor driver are:

Features
• Thermal shutdown
• Under/Over voltage shutdown
• Current sensing available to Arduino analog pin
Specification
• Max: voltage 16V
• Max: current 30A
• Max: PWM 20kHz
• MOSFET on-resistance: 19 m  (per leg)

Joystick
Analog
Input

Keypad
Digital
Input

Arduino UNO
READ Input LCD Display

Input

nRF
Transmit

Data
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Figure 3.17 Diagram of vehicle

Figure 3.18 Flow chart of vehicle
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

This chapter will describe the all steps of experiment and some error while testing on
hardware and software parts.

4.1 Pilot Test

There are two parts of driving test as pneumatic process and motor driving test. Firstly,
robot was driven by using 4 channel relay module as shown in Figure 4.1 (a) and some
MOSFET to  make  sine-wave  inverter  but  the  motors  cannot  work  properly  and  also  get
overheat that cause IC burning in circuit. However, there is some solution to solve the
above problems that is using stepper motor driver (30A Mini VNH2SP30) as shown in
Figure 4.1 (c).

Figure (a)           Figure (b)        Figure (c)
Figure 4.1 Driving test (a) Using 4 Channel Relay (b) Using MOSFET (c) Using
Stepper Motor Driver

4.2 Pneumatic Process

Second, the pneumatic cylinder control for legs of robot that pneumatic test was run by
using big compressor with air tank and it was adjust the pressure control by manually.
After complete the pressure adjustment that cylinders run by using small compressor
without air tank (12v 15A, 40L/MIN, 140PSI) and it can drive 10 minutes maximum time.
Air  compressor  run  to  get  require  direct  air  flow  to  pneumatic  duel  pressure  controllers
after that control the on/off mode of pressure valve to run the pneumatic cylinders as
shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure (a)      Figure (b)
Figure 4.2 Pneumatic system (a) Pneumatic Duel Pressure Controllers (b) Air
Compressor
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Three pneumatic cylinders are used in this robot. There are two pneumatic cylinders for
left and right legs and one pneumatic cylinder use to run up and down position for upper
main late as shown in Figure 4.3. There are two pneumatic duel pressure controllers, one
controller for legs’ cylinders and another one for upper plate cylinder.

       Figure (a)      Figure (b)
Figure 4.3 Pneumatic Cylinders of robot (a) Pneumatic Cylinder for Leg (b)
Pneumatic Cylinder for Upper Plate

4.3 Driving and Climbing Testing

In this testing, the robot was driven with the full charge state on the smooth plane ground
show  the  result  speed  as  0.42672m/s  and  time  requirement  for  one  step  of  stair  is  one
second.  Moreover,  the  climbing  test  was  successes  on  different  high  and  length  of  stair.
The different high and length of stairs are 101.6mm (0.1016m) x 228.6mm (0.2286m),
116.84mm (0.11684m) x 279.4mm (0.2794m), 127mm (0.127m) x 304.8mm (0.3048m)
respectively as shown in Figure 4.4 to 4.6. The requirement duration time for first step of
climbing and landing is taken 15 seconds for each process.

Figure 4.4 Testing the step hight of 101.6mm (0.1016m) x 228.6mm (0.2286m)
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Figure 4.5 Testing the step hight of 116.84mm (0.11684m) x 279.4mm (0.2794m)

Figure 4.6 Testing the step hight of 127mm (0.127m) x 304.8mm (0.3048m)

4.4 Auto Driving System

After all the complete design and testing of stair-climbing robot in which XY Joystick of
wireless remote control used for driving and touch-keypad used for controlling the on/off
modes of pneumatic system, compressor and flash-light. For auto driving system, the key
number nine of touch-keypad used as switch mode, user can use the auto driving system
by press the key number nine from touch-keypad. The auto system will run until the
ultrasonic sensor detect some object at that time user can change to manual mode to
arrange the position of robot. The wave length of the ultrasonic sensor was adjusted
around 304.8mm. The flow chart of auto driving system is shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.7 Flow chart of auto design

Touch
keypad

Ultrasonic sensor
detection

Auto
mode

Manuel
mode

Yes

No
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMANDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions

A crawler type stair-climbing robot was designed and successfully constructed and tested.
The significant of that robot is powder-filled blocks that cause safety and reliability. The
powder-filled can deform to match the stair  edge. Moreover,  it  also has the active swing
idler mechanism that performs to achieve grounding pressure at the middle area of crawler
belt. The idler is pushed out to become a small grounding area to perform a pivot turning
that can do easily on high-friction surfaces.

In this thesis, the robot is designed as combination of leg-type and track-type. For the leg-
type, the pneumatic system is used in this robot design that performed for lifting the one
side  of  robot  to  reach  a  first  step  of  stair  and  also  supports  for  climbing  down.
Furthermore, the robot can parallelize to the ground while climbing a stair by the using of
pneumatic system which also can prevent the effect of backward force. Also, belt tension
mechanism includes for reducing the friction between wheels and belts while climbing.
Belt tension mechanism is mounted on ball bearing wheel and small wheels are arranged
between motor wheel and ball bearing wheel that achieve the belt alignment and tension.
The  frame  of  the  robot  is  made  of  aluminum  plate  which  can  give  enough  strength  of
frame structure and correction resistance. The whole structure’s system effort to carry a
load and it also climb the stair which is between the length and height of 101.6mm
(0.1016m) x 228.6mm (0.2286m), 116.84mm (0.11684m) x 279.4mm (0.2794m), 127mm
(0.127m) x 304.8mm (0.3048m) respectively.

In the driving system, user can drive as auto and manual by wireless remote control. While
auto driving, the robot can stop automatically if the ultrasonic sensor detects some objects.
Moreover, the speed of driving and climbing is higher than others manual wheelchair
which mean that this robot can give more efficiency for carrying the disable person. The
driving duration is around 30 minutes for climbing and 45 to 55 minutes for driving on
plane ground because it is designed by battery span.

The SPI protocol supports to improve the wireless communication system which is
perform to transfer the data between microcontrollers. There is no disturbing of radio
frequency  because  SPI  protocol  is  short  distance  wireless  communication  and  it  also
recommended for wireless communication of microcontrollers. The main efficiency of this
wireless system is support in fast data transfer, no connection losing because of one master
and one slave system and it also help to avoid the suffering of wire connection problem.

5.2 Recommendations

The some expected good efficiency for this robot are as follow:

Changing some mechanism design because too many screw using is not too strong
and also can get vibration while driving many time because of screw losing
Using customized electro pneumatic cylinder can make more effort for leg-type
system as getting require stoke length more over can climb the high length of stair
and not longer needed of compressor that cause lack of air pipes, lack of vibration,
and smooth stoke movement
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Using 106Nm torque motor or two motors with 53Nm can cause the deep steep
climbing but more weight and space using will occur and also more power needed
Both Auto and manual driving include but auto only can work on plane ground not
for climbing
To improve the fully auto design need the machine vision for safety driving and
climbing only auto detection cannot safe for driving
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Appendices

//custom TX
/*
 * Pins:
 * Hardware SPI:
 * MISO -> 12   Mega MISO -> 50
 * MOSI -> 11        MOSI -> 51
 * SCK -> 13         SCK  -> 52
 *
 * Configurable:
 * CE -> 8
 * CSN -> 7
*/

#include <SPI.h>
#include <Mirf.h>
#include <nRF24L01.h>
#include <MirfHardwareSpiDriver.h>
#include <LiquidCrystal.h>

LiquidCrystal lcd(5, 4, 3, 2,A3,A4);

#define SCL_PIN 8
#define SDO_PIN 7

byte Key;
boolean ST= 0 ; ///

void setup()
{
  analogWrite(6,75);
  delay(300);
  Serial.begin(9600);
  pinMode(A2,INPUT_PULLUP);
  lcd.begin(16, 2);

  pinMode(SCL_PIN, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(SDO_PIN, INPUT);

  lcd.clear();
  lcd.print("  STARECLIMBING");
  lcd.setCursor(0,1);
  lcd.print("  ROBOT BY PHYO");
  //delay(1000);

  //Init
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  Mirf.csnPin = 9;
  Mirf.cePin = 10;
  Mirf.spi = &MirfHardwareSpiv  8 9 hvvvvcHCSR501                               ;
  Mirf.init();

  //TX Address
  Mirf.setTADDR((byte *)"serv1"); ///

  //RX Address
  Mirf.setRADDR((byte *)"clie1"); ///

  //Config
   Mirf.channel = 2; ///
   Mirf.payload = 1; ///
   Mirf.config();
}

void loop()
{
    byte data;
    int value1 = analogRead(A0); // Read X
    int value2= analogRead(A1);  // Read Y
    Key = Read_Keypad();         // Read Z

    NRF_Send('#');               // Send Data
    //NRF_Send('X');
    NRF_Send(value1/4);
    //NRF_Send('Y');
    NRF_Send(value2/4);
    NRF_Send(Key);

    lcd.clear();
    lcd.print(value1/4);
    lcd.print("  ");
    lcd.print(value2/4);
    lcd.print("  ");
    lcd.print(Key);

//    if(!Mirf.isSending() && Mirf.dataReady())
//    {
//         Mirf.getData(&data);
//         lcd.setCursor(0,1);
//         lcd.print("Distance = ");
//         lcd.print(data);
//         lcd.print(" in");
//    }
//    if(!digitalRead(A2))
//    {
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//            NRF_Send('q');
//            int i = 10000;
//            while(i)
//            {
//                if(!Mirf.isSending() && Mirf.dataReady())
//                {
//                     lcd.setCursor(0,1);
//                     lcd.print("Distance is ");
//                     Mirf.getData(&data);
//                     lcd.print(data);
//                     lcd.print("in   ");
//
//                }
//                i--;
//            }
//
//    }
//
}

void NRF_Send (byte data)
{
      while(Mirf.isSending())
      {
      }
      Mirf.send(&data);
      delay(5);
}
byte Read_Keypad(void)
{
  byte Count;
  byte Key_State = 0;

  /* Pulse the clock pin 16 times (one for each key of the keypad)
     and read the state of the data pin on each pulse */
  for(Count = 1; Count <= 16; Count++)
  {
    digitalWrite(SCL_PIN, LOW);

    /* If the data pin is low (active low mode) then store the
       current key number */
    if (!digitalRead(SDO_PIN))
      Key_State = Count;

    digitalWrite(SCL_PIN, HIGH);
  }

  return Key_State;
}
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//custom TX
/*
 * Pins:
 * Hardware SPI:
 * MISO -> 12   Mega MISO -> 50
 * MOSI -> 11        MOSI -> 51
 * SCK -> 13         SCK  -> 52
 *
 * Configurable:
 * CE -> 8
 * CSN -> 7
*/

#include <SPI.h>
#include <Mirf.h>
#include <nRF24L01.h>
#include <MirfHardwareSpiDriver.h>
#include <LiquidCrystal.h>

LiquidCrystal lcd(5, 4, 3, 2,A3,A4);

#define SCL_PIN 8
#define SDO_PIN 7

byte Key;
boolean ST= 0 ; ///

void setup()
{
  analogWrite(6,75);
  delay(300);
  Serial.begin(9600);
  pinMode(A2,INPUT_PULLUP);
  lcd.begin(16, 2);

  pinMode(SCL_PIN, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(SDO_PIN, INPUT);

  lcd.clear();
  lcd.print("  STARECLIMBING");
  lcd.setCursor(0,1);
  lcd.print("  ROBOT BY PHYO");
  //delay(1000);

  //Init
  Mirf.csnPin = 9;
  Mirf.cePin = 10;
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  Mirf.spi = &MirfHardwareSpiv  8 9 hvvvvcHCSR501                               ;
  Mirf.init();

  //TX Address
  Mirf.setTADDR((byte *)"serv1"); ///

  //RX Address
  Mirf.setRADDR((byte *)"clie1"); ///

  //Config
   Mirf.channel = 2; ///
   Mirf.payload = 1; ///
   Mirf.config();
}

void loop()
{
    byte data;
    int value1 = analogRead(A0); // Read X
    int value2= analogRead(A1);  // Read Y
    Key = Read_Keypad();         // Read Z

    NRF_Send('#');               // Send Data
    //NRF_Send('X');
    NRF_Send(value1/4);
    //NRF_Send('Y');
    NRF_Send(value2/4);
    NRF_Send(Key);

    lcd.clear();
    lcd.print(value1/4);
    lcd.print("  ");
    lcd.print(value2/4);
    lcd.print("  ");
    lcd.print(Key);

//    if(!Mirf.isSending() && Mirf.dataReady())
//    {
//         Mirf.getData(&data);
//         lcd.setCursor(0,1);
//         lcd.print("Distance = ");
//         lcd.print(data);
//         lcd.print(" in");
//    }
//    if(!digitalRead(A2))
//    {
//            NRF_Send('q');
//            int i = 10000;
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//            while(i)
//            {
//                if(!Mirf.isSending() && Mirf.dataReady())
//                {
//                     lcd.setCursor(0,1);
//                     lcd.print("Distance is ");
//                     Mirf.getData(&data);
//                     lcd.print(data);
//                     lcd.print("in   ");
//
//                }
//                i--;
//            }
//
//    }
//
}

void NRF_Send (byte data)
{
      while(Mirf.isSending())
      {
      }
      Mirf.send(&data);
      delay(5);
}
byte Read_Keypad(void)
{
  byte Count;
  byte Key_State = 0;

  /* Pulse the clock pin 16 times (one for each key of the keypad)
     and read the state of the data pin on each pulse */
  for(Count = 1; Count <= 16; Count++)
  {
    digitalWrite(SCL_PIN, LOW);

    /* If the data pin is low (active low mode) then store the
       current key number */
    if (!digitalRead(SDO_PIN))
      Key_State = Count;

    digitalWrite(SCL_PIN, HIGH);
  }

  return Key_State;
}


